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‘Special Operation’ continues as Ben holds on
Editor’s Introduction
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No one in the Nato alliance can rest on their laurels, least of all the UK as its Government seeks to reinvent
itself! We should be grateful that at least our Minister of Defence is keeping his eye on the ball while others
posture for position.
The war in Ukraine has exposed the West’s historic failure to invest in military preparedness as a strategic
mistake. Many European member states were not hitting Nato’s target of spending at least 2 per cent of
GDP on defence, including Germany, which is also still importing vast amounts of energy from Russia and
would have pushed ahead with the Nord Stream 2 pipeline were it not for Ukraine. The West has lined the
dictator’s pockets for years and is struggling to reduce dependency on Russian gas and oil.
Jens Stoltenberg, the secretary general of Nato, has stated that we must adjust to a “new reality”. At
present, Nato stations a limited number of troops in countries bordering Russia, so that if Putin attacks, the
rest of the alliance, theoretically, would be triggered into action. This “tripwire” deterrence, which did not
prevent the invasion of Ukraine because it is not a Nato member, will be replaced with a new strategy of
“deterrence by denial or defence”. In other words, a major force will be stationed on the alliance’s borders
capable of taking on an invading army. Quite where all these 300,000 troops will be found is a major
concern. Mr Stoltenberg adds that Nato also needs to provide a response to China, but the detail is missing.
The implication is that we are entering a new Cold War, a long-term struggle against authoritarian powers
that threaten our very way of life. The West is ﬁnally waking up. Sanctions have been applied; many
European states are beginning the process of decoupling from Russian energy markets. And if Germany
does spend 2 per cent of its GDP on defence, its budget will exceed that of the UK.
Britain has long met the 2 per cent target, yet it is still set to cut the size of the Army to its smallest since
the Napoleonic wars, while the RAF is low on fast jets and the Navy on operational warships. The UK will
not be capable of properly meeting its obligations to Nato if we continue degrading our military
capabilities. Of course, our Armed Forces must be efﬁcient and ﬂexible, with strong investment in cyber
and intelligence. But it cannot be a positive that our so-called war-ﬁghting division has only two armoured
brigades, including just 112 tanks.
Your editor’s house move has been achieved, not without the expected exhaustion and confusion! My new
postcode is PR2 1AN and if more detail is needed please email lmhg@live.org .
Apologies for the impact this has made in delaying this newsletter, one bonus of which is we can bring you
news of Armed Forces Day and the latest Executive murmerings from our meeting this week on page 13.
But before that we bring news of local and national Armed Forces Day celebrations on page 2 and an in
depth look at the diplomatic and military implications of Putin’s ‘Special Operation’ which continues
unabated, on pages 3-7. We look back forty years to remember the Falkalnds War on pages 8 & 9, followed
by a remarkable RAF VC story and short obituary for Alec Crouch, before part three of Peter Dew’s look at
the Dam’s raid by 617 Squadron. Recent Executive Minutes follow on page 13.
As we go to press, thankyou to those LMHG volunteers who have supported the ABF fund raising day at
Cartmel Races on Monday 18th July, without whom the fund raising might have been cancelled.
The next British Legion coffee mornings for veterans at Morecambe Football Club, will be on 27th July, 25th
May and, 22nd Jun in the Local Choice Suite at Mazuma Stadium. LMHG members are encouraged to attend.

Autumn Events

Venue for LMHG meetings : Lansil Club on Caton Road

Confirmation of events will be emailed, but put the dates in your diary: If in doubt, contact either
mike.irvine@talk21.com or call 07876710565 for information

September – Wednesday 28th - Raymond Hirst talking on “Lifeboats in World War 1” –
Buffet Supper at 7pm (£6pp) please book with the Treasurer!!
September – Wednesday 21st LMHG Executive Meeting 7.30pm
October – University lecture – date and subject TBA
November – Thursday 24th – LMHG Annual Dinner at Lancaster Golf Club – Please Reserve the date

NATIONAL ARMED FORCES DAY IN SCARBOROUGH
Your editor took the opportunity to visit the postponed celebrations at this delightful seaside resort on the Yorkshire
coast on Saturday 25th June. The town pulled out all the stops as static displays filled the entire South Bay and much of
the Marine Drive. The Spa and parade centre at St Nicholas’s steps featured musical entertainment throughout the
day and into the evening. The Parade was impressive with five bands leading different military groups from the
headland past the rostrum where the Duke of Kent took the salute.
Also attending where many veteran’s charities and all being well supported by members of the public and visitors to
the resort. I was particularly impressed by the RFEA Forces Employment Charity (www.rfea.org.uk) and by the Armed
Forces & Veterans Breakfast Clubs (www.afvbc.net) which should be introduced locally here in the north-west.

The Duke of Kent takes the salute (above): colour party sets off on
Marine Drive (below), while the RAF Parachute Display Team
open the show (below right) and the Red Arrows thrill on arrival.

ARMED FORCES DAY IN MORECAMBE

was celebrated on Sunday 26th June, much to the credit of our
Veterans Champion, Cllr Roger Dennison, who pulled together the event almost single handed. The weather was less
favourable than in Scarborough with a brisk wind blowing along the Prom for the parade marshalled by Warrant
Officer Jason Townson of Alexandra Barracks. The drum head service was held under the canopy of the Platform with a
reduced content led by the Rev Chris Krawiec and then into the building for very welcome refreshments served by the
WI. The buffet was said to be exceptional and the entertainment, a sing-a-long led by Rachel Mercer, delightful.

At the Platform, Cllr Dennison greets the Deputy Lord Lieutenant, Col John
Davies; Rachel is pictured with the two RBL standard bearers, while the Army
Cadets relax after scoffing the patriotic cake, and many others!!

Well done to all
involved for raising
£120 for the RBL.
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Uncertainty at the heart of Government
Britain’s planned defence cuts need to be reversed. It is indeed extraordinary to hear a government minister is reading
events in Ukraine to justify cutting Army manpower by 10,000 and reducing its war-ﬁghting division to a shell. The
Russian invasion represents a failure of Nato deterrence, which should be a wake-up call for the defence
establishment, not a comfort blanket. Ukraine is showing that numbers do indeed count. Only infantry can seize and
hold ground — and as you take territory, you quickly run out of them.
This shortage of numbers alongside a failure to concentrate combat power have forced Vladimir Putin to reduce his
ambitions in Ukraine and to seek 40,000 additional soldiers from Syria and mercenaries from wherever he can ﬁnd
them. Germany is increasing its defence spending this year alone by €100billion; Poland will double its spending, and
France, the Netherlands and even Sweden have pledged substantial rises. Britain, by contrast, will cut the Army’s
deployable manpower by 11 per cent.
Gen Lord Richards - CDS 2010-13 and Lt Gen Sir James Bucknall - Commander Nato Rapid Reaction Corps 2011-13
For Britain’s armed forces, in the event of a war with Russia the big picture is bleak and clear: Britain lacks the kit for
Its main military task according to Ben Hodges, a retired general who commanded US forces in Europe, who told MPs
that the British Army got through “every bit of important ammunition” in about eight days during last year’s War
ﬁghting exercise. A warfare conference in early July heard that at Russian rates of fire we would run out of artillery
shells in just two days. Geography heightens the danger. The most likely war British soldiers face now is in Estonia, a
24-hour,1,500-mile joumey. Our ability to move large quantities of equipment and supplies across such distances is
untested even in peacetime. When our conventional munitions run out, only the overstretched Americans, or nuclear
weapons, stand between us and defeat If Russia can survive the first week, it wins.
Our plight stems from shocking complacency. The Kremlin has been menacing its neighbours since the 1990’s while
we focused on making money there. It is two decades since Britain last conducted a large armoured exercise, in Oman
in 2001. The problems it revealed in reliability of equipment and the availability of spare parts, fuel and other supplies
have in many cases worsened, albeit this was in desert conditions. As Justin Bronk of the Rusi think tank notes, we
concentrated on producing munitions such as laser-guided bombs, highly accurate with a low explosive charge — ideal
for fighting lightly armed Afghan insurgents but less use in a big war against Russia.
Politicians have little interest in the unglamorous and costly business of keeping stocks for just-in-case contingencies.
When Gavin Williamson was defence secretary, a delegation of service chiefs begged him for an emergency cash
injection to boost perilously low reserves of vital supplies. His response, military insiders say, was unhelpful! Instead,
the government’s lntegrated Review, and the earlier Fusion Doctrine, elegantly stressed uniting economic and military
capabilities, and touted digital warfare, information operations and high-tech gimmicks such as drones and robots. ln
November, Boris Johnson, with misplaced confidence, told MPs that the era of big tank battles in Europe was over Vladimir Putin did not get that memo. If Russia thinks Nato’s deterrence is flimsy the Baltic States may follow Ukraine.
Perhaps not at once, but dangerously soon. “We are not in control of events," acccording to a retired general.
Britain’s new defence chief, General Sir Patrick Sanders, said in a stirring speech recently that our armed forces are
now focused on Russia. Yet so far, we are willing the ends, not the means. Ukrainian casualties — 18,000 killed or
wounded — are larger than our fast-shrinking army’s entire infantry. True, our armed forces are far better equipped:
but even the most advanced tank, warplane or naval vessel is no use if it is missing vital spare parts, has run out of
fuel, lacks crew members or has nothing to shoot with.
Reflecting on the recent RUSI address by Tobias Elwood MP, Chair of the Defence Select Committee, Professor Martin
Alexander thought he provided a robust performance while discussing NATO's timidity on various counts, and for
failing to create a maritime "protected corridor" to keep Odessa open. He also opined that the RN currently has just a
third of the warships it needs for the various tasks HMG does, or soon may, ask of it. He further commented on Putin's
potential to escalate to chemical weapons, or even low-yield tactical nuclear weapons in Ukraine.
Our European allies are mostly in even worse shape. Countries such as Denmark have invested in ultra-modern
weapons platforms such as new frigates, but without the stockpiles of smart munitions they would fire in a real war. A
big exception is Finland, ever-wary about its Russian neighbour, which has kept formidable artillery capabilities, as well
as a big reserve of well-trained part-time soldiers.
Helping Ukraine makes political and strategic sense: our freedom and security are at stake there. But we are running
down already skinny stockpiles which heighten the need for hard, speedy choices about rebuilding our own
capabilities before the Kremlin turns elsewhere. The government says the defence budget will rise to 2.5 per cent of
GDP, but not until 2030. Ben Wallace, the defence secretary, was lobbying Downing Street hard for money. But for
years his budget has had a black hole, with too many tasks backed by too ‘few resources. In the current void of
uncertainty caused by the change of leadership in the Conservative Party and Government, where will Defence
priorities be in September?
More fundamental rethinks are needed if our top priority is helping Nato defend our European allies against Russia;
our aircraft carriers, costly and vulnerable, look like white elephants. The governments dreams of global Britain are
meeting real-world geopolitics on our doorstep. For years we chose what wars to fight. The next one may choose us.
Edward Lucas
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World War Three?
We have been remarkably lucky so far. Human beings invented nuclear weapons 77 years ago, but haven’t used them
to slaughter each other since Nagasaki. We created long-range rockets, as Vladimir Putin reminded us again recently
when he unveiled his Satan II Sarmat intercontinental ballistic missiles, but have avoided using them to annihilate our
rivals’ cities. We are playing with genetic engineering, space travel, AI, and even enhancing the virulence of some
pathogens, but have yet to deliberately use any of these technologies for mass warfare.
With good fortune comes hubris and complacency: the
chances of another major global conflict – and, at worst,
another world war – are much higher than we realise, and
are continuing to increase. Nobody knows the exact
probability, but even a 10 per cent chance of a global
catastrophe this century would be terrifying, and ought to
justify an urgent, renewed focus in every Western country
on making sure Armageddon can be avoided through
robust deterrence, new alliances, vast investments in
defensive weaponry and urgent diplomatic engagement.
Why such pessimism? It is in part a numbers game. The
spread of advanced technologies, including the idiotic
blunder that was nuclear proliferation, implies that more
countries have the ability to inflict immense harm; and
geopolitics is becoming ever-more complex with the end of American hegemony, increasing the chance of a fatal
misunderstanding or that a local conflict in Africa, Latin America or Asia spirals out of control. Why on earth can’t the
Biden administration see that allowing Iran to go nuclear will almost guarantee at least a regional war?
The Cold War was a simple conflict, and yet we only survived it by luck. The Kennedys didn’t save the world during the
Cuban missile crisis. The real hero was Vasili Arkhipov, second-in-command of a Russian submarine, who, in October
1962, defied the order from his captain, confused by an absence of contact with Moscow, to launch a nuclear torpedo
on America. In 1983, Stanislav Petrov, another Russian officer, disregarded an early warning system that indicated the
US had just launched a nuclear attack on the USSR.
There were other such near-misses, including when the Russians confused Able Archer, a Nato exercise, with a
genuine plan, as dramatised in the Deutschland 83 TV series. In today’s far more complex world, and with paranoid
tinpot dictatorships such as North Korea now able to inflict immense carnage, it will be even easier for countries to
blunder into total war.
The fact that Russia has performed so poorly on the Ukrainian battlefield is good news, but should not lull us into a
false sense of security. With the exception of Germany, the West has performed well, backing Ukraine in a forceful yet
tactical use of nuclear weaponsjudicious manner, but other nations such as India, Pakistan and China have snubbed
these efforts. Plenty of emerging powers would like to retain the option to invade one of their neighbours, Taiwan
being the obvious flashpoint, and are no longer prepared to defer to the West. The post-1945 consensus has withered,
as have most of the institutions that allowed rival states to semi-manage their disputes, not least the decrepit UN.
Imperialism is back, as is the civilisation state. India and Pakistan are armed to the teeth and at odds on much.
The world is becoming more, dangerous: there are plenty of other wannabe Putins, and they are better equipped to
sow death and destruction. Bioterrorism is a growing worry: why are “gain of function” studies still tolerated? A major
cyber-attack or assault on transatlantic
cables could be so devastating to an
internet-based economy as to be seen as a
declaration of war.
During the Cold War, the US believed it had
successfully deterred the Soviet use of
nuclear weaponry thanks to its Mutually
Assured Destruction doctrine, but historians
who have read declassified Moscow
documents realise that this was delusional.
The USSR was planning to use nukes
tactically early on in any conflict with Nato.
Does such thinking persist in Moscow today,
or in any other nuclear power? How would
we respond to an “accidental” conventional
bombardment of a target in Poland? Or
the by Russia in Ukraine?
Alistair Heath
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The World and a Small War
No war is small when you are living in it, but the world is large, and large wars are
rare. At the same time, wars reverberate in unexpected ways. A small war here
might make another war elsewhere deadlier, or it might help prevent a war
elsewhere. No war can be understood simply in and of itself. Therefore, the war in
Ukraine must be considered not only in its own terms but also in terms of its
reverberations. And since reverberations are by definition disorderly, in terms of
their connection to both the primary war and its ultimate importance, I will
arbitrarily embed the reverberations into my model of the world.
Poland has emerged, for the moment, as the leader of Europe. Geographically, it is
closest to Ukraine, and therefore much of NATO’s force has been stationed there.
Most important, the U.S. 82nd Airborne Division is there. That means that the 82nd
is working with Polish forces, many of whom have already trained for several years
with U.S. armored forces in Poland. For the U.S., that means its forces are made
aware of the terrain they may be fighting on and get the chance to develop some
familiarity with Poles. Their mission is to deter or repel a Russian invasion of Poland
or, if ordered, to move into Ukraine and engage and defeat Russian forces there.
After World War II, to ward off Soviet domination of the Continent, the United States had to position its forces in
Europe by placing a main force in Germany. Inevitably, this wove the two previously hostile countries together
politically and socially. It also created necessary investments that had a role in the German economic miracle, a
miracle that eventually made Germany the leading power in Europe – something inconceivable in 1945. German wellbeing became a strategic requirement for the United States, and being an American priority in a shattered Europe
meant a great deal.
The situation today is not as stark as it was in 1945. The basing of U.S. forces in a country makes the host country’s
stability and predictability a U.S. strategic interest, and Polish geography and interests now link to American interests
in a relationship that is blossoming from what it was. The United States has felt alienated from Europe because of
Europe’s reluctance to fulfill its financial commitments to NATO, and Europe felt alienated from what it saw as
American hyper-militarism. Ukraine has generated a shift in Europe that may or may not last. But what will likely last is
the presence of American troops in Poland. The U.S. still has troops in Germany more than 30 years after the end of
the Cold War. For the Americans, deployments are habit-forming.
Poland’s geography and its memory of the consequences of war bond it with the Americans. The end of the Ukraine
war will imprint a model on the U.S. of future threats that aligns with Poland’s own view. Poland is under threat of de
facto expulsion from the EU for violating EU judicial standards. That is a minor test of how the European balance of
power might shift.
Elsewhere, the Turks have done an interesting thing, sortieing a substantial part of their navy into the Black Sea, where
the Russian ship Moskva was sunk. Turkey has kept its distance from much of the Ukraine war, although it made some
drones available to Ukrainian forces. Turkey is historically hostile to Russia but lately regards the U.S. as unpredictable.
It has balanced carefully there. But the poor performance of Russian forces in Ukraine has likely caused the Turks to
reevaluate Russia’s threat. Turkey likely no longer equates Russian and American strength. From Turkey’s point of
view, if Russia were able to use its navy to impose itself on the Black Sea while eliminating or forcing Ukrainian forces
armed with anti-ship missiles farther away from the coast, this would ease Russian operations in the Black Sea. Such
an outcome would also pose a potential threat to Turkey. Turkey is a member of NATO, and Russia may eventually
decide Turkey’s fleet is a threat and strike its ships and ports. The Turks have moved into the Black Sea to preempt a
Russian move by raising the risks beyond what Russia can incur. At the same time, this will involve a degree of
coordination with Ukraine.
In challenging Russia in the Black Sea, another avenue is opened up. Turkey has significant interests in both the South
Caucasus and Central Asia. Russia has been advancing its interests there to the concern of Turkey. Russia is in no
position to pose a military challenge to Turkey at the moment, nor is Turkey likely to move militarily. Covert actions
and diplomacy are the key. And given Russia’s performance in Ukraine, countries like Azerbaijan and Kazakhstan might
reconsider their relations to Russia. The weakness of Russia to this point opens the door to strategic realignments,
forces Turkey to assert itself in the Black Sea and potentially clears a path for Turkey to pursue other interests.
Then there is China. China entered into a relationship with Russia to create a massive counterweight to the United
States. But despite their public statements, the Chinese have realized that a relationship with Russia is a liability and
not an asset. Russia does not have the weight to draw the U.S. away from threatening China. It lacks the military force
to execute the Ukrainian campaign without calling on Syrian reinforcements. China is not in a position to send forces
to aid Russia. First, saving Russia’s campaign would provide no direct benefit to China, and a Chinese intervention
could be disastrous. Second and more important, China has seen the impact of U.S.-led economic warfare. Becoming
active in Ukraine or providing significant aid to Russia might trigger a similar economic attack on China.
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China, like Russia, is not nearly as powerful as it appears. Its per capita gross domestic product ranks 81st in the world.
(Russia’s is 85th.) Its domestic market for sophisticated goods is limited. It must have the ability to export, without
which it destabilizes. The United States, even with tariffs on Chinese goods, is China’s largest customer. Facing both a
loss of exports and an economic war at a time when China’s economic growth rate is contracting and social tension
over wealth inequality is rising would be dangerous. Invading Taiwan would be insane, as it would give China the only
thing it has enough of – land. It could also fail. And the U.S. economic response would be intense at a time when
China’s economy cannot withstand it.
So we see Poland and Turkey taking on greater significance as a result of the war, and China losing significance. There
are many other reverberations. I chose these three, if it is not already obvious, because in my book “The Next 100
Years” I predicted the rise of Poland and Turkey and the decline of China. So while there are many other effects, there
is no reason not to start with these.
George Friedman

The U.S. Needs to Show it Can Win a Nuclear War
Washington might study Cold War-era practices that had a major efect on Soviet
policy making. Russia conducted its first test of the Sarmat, an intercontinental
ballistic missile that carries a heavy nuclear payload, on April 20. Vladimir Putin and his
advisers have issued nuclear warnings throughout the war in Ukraine, threatening the
U.S. and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization with attack if they escalate their
involvement. Moscow recently threatened Sweden and Finland with a preemptive
strike if they join The reality is that unless the U.S. prepares to win a nuclear war, it
risks losing one. Robert C. O’Brien, a former White House national security adviser, proposed a series of conventional
responses, which are necessary but not sufcient to deter Russian nuclear escalation. Developing a coherent American
strategy requires understanding why Russia threatens to use nuclear weapons and how the U.S. can recalibrate its
strategic logic for a nuclear Russia’s war is being fought on two levels. At the military level, the battlefields have been
restricted to Ukrainian and, in a handful of instances, Russian territory. But the conflict is also a war against NATO,
given Ukraine’s position as an applicant, NATO’s military support for Ukraine, and NATO’s willingness to embargo
Russian products and cut of Russian Mr. Putin had two objectives in going to war. First, he hoped to destroy Ukraine as
an independent state. Russia planned to drive into Kyiv within hours, install a quisling government, and months later
stage referendums throughout the country that would give the Kremlin direct control of its east and south. Aleksandr
Lukashenko’s Belarus, and perhaps the Central Asian despots, would fall in line. Mr. Putin would therefore reconstitute
an empire stretching to the Polish Ukrainians thwarted that plan. Much depends on the next few weeks, as Russia
stages a major ofensive in the east designed to destroy the Ukrainian military’s immediate combat capacity, tear of
eastern provinces, and solidify a land corridor to Crimea. But there is a serious possibility that Ukraine wins this next
round of fighting. Russia has no reserves beyond its mobilized forces; its units have dwindling morale; and those
formations withdrawn from around Kyiv are trained to conduct armored, mechanized, and infantry operations and
poorly suited for combat. Meantime, the Ukrainians are receiving heavier weapons from the West and have begun a
counterofensive around Kharkiv, which, if successful, will spoil Russia’s If Russia’s military situation appears dire, Mr.
Putin has a dual incentive to use nuclear weapons. This is consistent with publicly stated Russian military doctrine. A
nuclear attack would present Ukraine with the same choice Japan faced in 1945: surrender or be annihilated. Ukraine
may not break. The haunting images from Bucha, Irpin and elsewhere demonstrate Russia’s true intentions. A Russian
victory would lead to mass killings, deportation, rape and other atrocities. The Ukrainian choice won’t be between
death and survival, but rather armed resistance and unarmed Nuclear use would require NATO to respond. But a
nuclear response could trigger retaliation, dragging Russia
and NATO up the escalation ladder to a wider nuclear
Perhaps a conventional response to a Russian nuclear
attack would be sufcient. What if the U.S. and its allies
destroyed Russian military units deployed to the Black Sea,
Syria and Libya; cut all oil pipelines to Russia, and used
their economic clout to threaten China, and other states
conducting business with Russia, with an embargo? Each of
these steps is necessary. But Russia’s goal in going nuclear is to knock NATO out of the war. The Kremlin believes its
resolve outstrips that of the U.S. A conventional American response would confirm this—and create incentives for
additional Russian nuclear use.The Kremlin is resurrecting the arcane art of nuclear war fighting. These weapons have
a military purpose. They also have a political one. The U.S. should reframe its thinking in kind.This isn’t to say the U.S.
should use nuclear weapons—again, a nuclear response would make global nuclear war more likely. But America and
its allies can take steps against Russia’s nuclear arsenal that undermine the Russian position at higher escalation levels.
The U.S. Navy’s surface ships, for example, could be re-equipped with nuclear weapons, as they were during the Cold
War.
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Most critically, if Russia used a nuclear weapon, the U.S. could use its naval power to hunt down and destroy a Russian
nuclear-powered ballistic-missile submarine, the backbone of Russian second-strike capability. Late in the Cold War
the U.S. Navy threatened to do exactly that, pressuring the Soviet Union’s nuclear bastions, the protected littoral areas
from which Soviet subs aimed to operate with safety. In a series of naval exercises during the Reagan administration,
the U.S. and its allies simulated assaulting the Sea of Okhotsk and Barents Sea bastions, while U.S. submarines probed
and shadowed Soviet boats in both areas. Post-Cold War evidence reveals that American naval pressure had a major
impact on Soviet policy making: Despite Moscow’s priority of armaments over all other state needs, the U.S. showed it
would still be able to fight and win a nuclear The ability to win is the key. By arming surface ships with tactical nuclear
weapons as well as attacking a nuclear-missile sub and thus reducing Russian second-strike ability, the U.S.
undermines Russia’s ability to fight a nuclear war. The Soviets were deeply afraid of a preemptive strike by NATO. That
fear has morphed, under Mr. Putin’s regime, into a fixation on the “color revolutions,” prodemocracy uprisings in
former Soviet republics. Jeopardizing Russian second-strike capability would tangibly raise the military stakes. Mr.
Putin could no longer unleash his nuclear arsenal with impunity. Instead, he would need to reckon with the possibility
that NATO could decapitate the Kremlin—yes, suffering casualties in the process, but still decapitate. A nuclear war
should never be fought. But the Kremlin seems willing to fight one, at least a limited one. If the U.S. demonstrates it is
unwilling to do so, the chance that the Kremlin will use nuclear weapons becomes dangerously near.
Seth Cropsey

NATO Added Assets
As Finland's and Sweden's accession to NATO moves ahead quickly, the alliance's already tight partnership with the
Nordic countries was on display in the skies over Northern Europe in early June. On June 2, the Swedish and Finnish air
forces drilled with their British, French, German, Norwegian, and Belgian counterparts along Norway's western coast.
Some 45 aircraft participated in the exercise, which was meant to demonstrate the ability to conduct complex air
operations over long distances. The chief of the Norwegian air force said it was "the first time we are conducting such
an advanced exercise with NATO and partner nations, which also includes Sweden and Finland."
From June 5 to June 17, Finnish and Swedish forces joined the militaries of 14 NATO members, including the US, for
Baltic Operations 2022. The 51st iteration of the maritime-focused exercise involved more than 45 ships, more than 75
aircraft, and 7,500 personnel.
During one drill, a US Air Force KC-135
tanker refueled US, Finnish, Swedish,
and German jets, allowing them to
keep operating over the Baltic.
The June exercises demonstrated not
only the strong relationship Finland
and Sweden have with their NATO
neighbors but also their own
considerable military capabilities,
which are poised to significantly
A US B-52 with two Polish F-16s, two German Eurofighter Typhoons, four US F-16s, and
strengthen NATO's air component
four Swedish Gripens over the Baltic Sea
and deterrence in the north.
Gen. Christopher Cavoli, who is set to take over as head of US European Command and as supreme allied commander
Europe in July, said during his nomination hearing in May that the Finnish and Swedish militaries would bring "quite a
bit of capability and capacity to the
alliance from day one." He added that
he looked "forward to the accession
of Finland and Sweden to the alliance
from a military perspective."
After more than 200 years of military
non-alignment, Sweden is in the
process of joining NATO and will help
strengthen Euro-Atlantic security as a
new Ally. During exercise BALTOPS 22,
Swedish troops trained with US
Marines and other Allied forces on
the Swedish island of Gotland in the
Baltic Sea.
The defence of the island is an
important part of the larger BALTOPS
exercise scenario, which is designed to strengthen forces’ abilities to respond to threats across the region, with the
ultimate goal of preserving the freedom of navigation and security in the Baltic Sea.
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Forty Years On – and we Remember
The Falklands War was a ten-week undeclared war between Argentina and the United Kingdom in 1982 over the
two British dependent territories in the South Atlantic: the Falkland Islands and its territorial dependency, South
Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands.
The conflict began on 2 April when Argentina invaded and occupied the Falkland Islands, followed by the invasion of
South Georgia the next day. On 5 April, the British government dispatched a naval task force to engage the Argentine
Navy and Air Force before making an amphibious assault on the islands. The conflict lasted 74 days and ended with an
Argentine surrender on 14 June, returning the islands to British control. In total, 649 Argentine military personnel,
255 British military personnel, and three Falkland Islanders died during the hostilities.
The conflict was a major episode in the ongoing protracted dispute over the territories' sovereignty. Argentina
asserted (and maintains) that the islands are Argentine territory, and the Argentine government thus characterised its
military action as the reclamation of its own territory. The British government regarded the action as an invasion of a
territory that had been a Crown colony since 1841. Falkland Islanders, who have inhabited the islands since the early
19th century, are predominantly descendants of British settlers, and strongly favour British sovereignty. Neither state
officially declared war, although both governments declared the islands a war zone.
Diplomatic relations between the United Kingdom and Argentina were restored in 1989 but there is no change in
either country's position regarding the sovereignty of the Islands.

Reflections of the Falklands War
In April, RUSI held a zoom mini-symposium, moderated by Bridget Kendall, with Max Hastings reflecting on the
Falklands and his experiences 40 years on. The report on the event is from Martin Alexander.
Max paid handsome tribute to the soldiers, and sailors, who took care of him while covering the war as a
correspondent. He said most were very young, and he, then 36, realised he was already "old" to be yomping across
with them from San Carlos landings to Mt Longdon, Mt Harriet etc with Hew Pike and 3Para.
He was less complimentary about and made many pertinent critical-but-measured comments on the muddled UK
chain-of-command, and the good fortune of mostly encountering poor, demotivated Argentine conscripts, passively
sitting in their bunkers and slit trenches.
Max suggested that it was an unreasonable strain to pile so much for the first 5 wks on a
mere Brigadier (Julian Thompson), but that he and JT quickly became fast friends remaining so to this day. Max much admired JT's handling of everything ashore and more
than implied that Rose and the SAS were arrogant, cocky and alarmingly gung ho. Rose
gave the impression that every other unit should clear out of the way and let them crack
on and secure victory, and Stanley, within a week at most of getting ashore.
Max was highly critical of Moore being sent down as a 2-Star halfway thru' the campaign;
it was impossible for Moore, said Max, to play catch-up once ashore and get a
comprehensive grip on the issues, problems etc. Max opined there should have been a 3-Star officer deployed to the S. Atlantic, placed in
overall command of everything from the day the TF sailed south, with a politician or senior
civil servant alongside him to handle (i.e. take and make) the satellite calls, sometimes 4 to 5 hours' worth per day,
back to Northwood PJHQ, Admiral John Fieldhouse and PM Margaret Thatcher.
Max steered clear of the 5 Brigade mess, the role and failings of Brig Andrew Wilson - except to say that, chatting and
watching on the bridge of HMS Fearless with Max on 8 June 1982, Capt Jeremy Larken RN said as they watched Sir
Galahad ablaze: "Well it's war, Max. These things happen. We've rolled the dice on 6 operations and our luck ran out."
Sandy Woodward got all the operational "calls" right, said Max, but was not good with people. Woodward put a lot of
even RN officers' backs up (implicitly, Mike Clapp among others), and so emerged unloved by his brother officers.
"Sandy died a bitter man, feeling he'd been hard done by."
In the Q&A Max was asked about the Russian performance in Ukraine compared to the UK (and Argentine)
performance in '82. He quoted a chat he'd had "in the field" in Kosovo, in 1999 (I presume, with Gen Sir Mike Jackson)
"Max, in modern war you still need mass. And we haven't got it." And then Max added to us who were on the Zoom
call "And of course we've got far less of it now than we had even then!" (in '99).
In answer to a question about Ukrainian success with drones, and "our friend" Major (Retd) James Heappey's
comments this week that "Drones are all you'll need". Max replied "Utter nonsense, and quite wrong from an
imbecilic junior minister."
Finally, Max said he was busy writing his Normandy 1944 book in spring 1982 when offered the chance to go south
with the Task Force. He nearly didn't "jump at it", he said, thinking the trip would be a big damp squib waste of his
writing time. Then he compromised and took all his research notes with him, expecting to have lots "down time" on
Ascension or the Falklands, with nothing happening leaving him to crack on drafting his 1944 chapters whilst a
diplomatic solution was worked out. "I was quite wrong-- and my Normandy notes never came out of my bag ".
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The Band That Went to War
The Royal Marines are renowned for their military skill and also for having one of the
finest military bands in the world. These highly trained and talented musicians are
equally at home parading at Buckingham Palace, playing at the Royal Albert Hall, or on
the flight deck of an aircraft carrier in a foreign port.
Why then when the Argentines invaded the Falklands in April 1982 did these superb
musicians get involved in what became a serious and deadly military campaign? The
answer is that, in addition to their musical expertise, the RM Band Service members are
trained for military service and fully qualified in a multitude of military and medical skills,
providing support to their comrades, the fighting commandos.
The Band That Went to War is a graphic first-hand account of the Falklands War as it has
never been told before. It describes the roles played by Royal Marine musicians in the
conflict; unloading the wounded from helicopters, moving tons of stores and
ammunition, burying their dead at sea and guarding and repatriating Argentine prisoners
of war. These and other unseen tasks were achieved while still ready to provide morale boosting music to their
commando brethren and other frontline troops. These men are not just musicians; they are Royal Marines.
The author, Brian Short joined the Royal Marine Band in 1973, serving for fifteen years including Northern
Ireland and the Falklands campaign, as well as witnessing the Deal Barracks bomb attack . He has now written a
book about his amazing experiences in the Falklands War. Brian was the drummer in the Royal Marines band at the
outbreak of the Falkland invasion 40 years ago.
The British Army were unprepared for this unexpected development and was short of men for the engagement.
Marine musicians were quickly retrained for warfare in medical and support roles. They didn't really expect to see any
action when joining the Marines as musicians.
Brian comments, "You spend 99% of your time as a musician first. So most of your training and duties are musical. So
when the Falklands kicked off, we assumed we'd be looking after the barracks and the green beret commandos would
go off. We were attached to the medical Squadron, they realised they would be 40 people short. But there were so
many people in the band they used us."
40 & 42 Marine Commando units embarked on the cruise ship the Canberra as frantic
diplomatic efforts were underway to avoid war between Argentina and the UK. "We got
to Ascension Island," said Brian, "we were doing our military training, medical training
and fitness training around the ship. In the evenings we would break out into jazz. But
then the Belgrano was sunk and we knew we were in a shooting war.
"The 21st of May 1982 was D day for us. We went into San Carlos Water and unloaded
all our troops. And in doing so, also, we came under air attack by several waves of
Argentine Air Force." Brian and his comrades were under heavy shelling. He described
having to take wounded men, people he knew on his long voyage to the Falklands, into
army helicopters. "We had a few burials at sea which was quite emotional." When asked if the experience had
changed him, Brian said: "It definitely changed my mentality. Especially when you pick up a weapon and you've been
bombed.”
"We did have some military training but nothing as intense as the Royal
Marine Commandos. Our helicopters brought four bodies of Royal Marines
we knew, I stopped calling them the Argentines and I called them the
'enemy'." But within a few weeks, because our British troops were better
trained and equipped, the war was over and Britain beat the Argentines.
Despite the captured prisoners being beaten in battle and placed under
arrest, something extraordinary happened.
"They signed a thank you card to me," said Brian, "I recently posted the
thank you card on Facebook and had a few responses from people. Some
said that we didn't treat the prisoners very well, but an Argentine historian
saw the card and found all the people on the card who'd signed it.
Argentine prisoners with musician guards
They've been back in touch this year."
The Falklands War was controversial when it broke out. Some argued against military intervention altogether.
"Was it worth it?" Brian was asked. "I asked myself that question and up until the point when you meet the Falkland
Islanders, you might think it wasn't worth it. But when you meet them, they're British. And it's very strange to say that
in the 20th century, we were a liberation army and we had to go and free our own people because they were made to
drive on the wrong side of the road, they were told to teach Spanish in the schools. They were very much repressed,
oppressed by the Argentines.”
The book is published by Pen & Sword and is available for Kindle and in hardback on Amazon or in your local
bookshop.
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RAF hero’s Victoria Cross sells for world record price
Arthur Scarf, known to his friends as Pongo, joined the Royal Air Force as a pilot in
1936 and was trained to fly at the RAF College Cranwell. On gaining his wings he
was posted to 9 Squadron operating the Handley Page Heyford. I can imagine his
joy at taking the controls of the
‘giant’ bomber of the day, much as
I had done 35 years later on my
first posting, also to 9 Squadron, to
fly the equally delightful Vulcan.
In 1937 he transferred to 62
Squadron, a light bomber unit
which
received
the Bristol
Blenheim in February 1938.
Just prior to the outbreak of the Second World War in August 1939 the squadron
was posted to Singapore and moved to Alor Star in northern Malaya near the Thailand border in February 1940.
Arthur’s seniority at the outbreak of war saw his rapid promotion as flight commander of 62 Squadron. At the
outbreak of hostilities with Japan on 8th December 1941 the squadron came under heavy air attack and was evacuated
to Butterworth the
following
day. Later that day, an attack
on Singora airfield was planned with
Arthur
leading
the
attack.
Butterworth was attacked by
Japanese aircraft just as the British
force was preparing to take off, with
only the one Blenheim, piloted
by Arthur Scarf getting airborne.
Despite seeing all the other aircraft
that were due to accompany him on
62 Squadron Blenheims at Butterworth starting engines
the raid get destroyed and several
of his colleagues get killed, he carried on alone and carried out a single-handed attack on Singora.
On his way back his Blenheim became riddled with bullets by Japanese fighters and antiaircraft fire and he was severely wounded. His left arm had been shattered, he had a large
hole in his back and was drifting in and out of consciousness. Despite his injuries, he
managed to make a forced landing at Alor Star, saving the rest of his crew.
Scarf was rushed to the nearby hospital where his wife Sally, a nurse who was pregnant
with their child, was based. She donated two litres of blood to try and save him. As he was
wheeled into theatre for surgery, he told her: “Don’t worry, keep smiling, chin up.” He
died a short time later, aged 28, from wounds to his back and chest.
Arthur was posthumously awarded the VC, the highest decoration for gallantry, which his
widow received from King George VI on 11th June 1946, after the war.
Just over eighty years later, the medal has recently been sold by the family through
London-based auctioneers Spink & Son to raise awareness of his heroic service. It was
bought by an anonymous bidder for £550,000, with extra fees taking the final figure to
£682,000.
Only 26 VCs have been awarded to RAF personnel, half of which were following the death
of the recipient. Squadron Leader Scarf’s medals set a world record for an RAF VC,
eclipsing the £290,000 hammer price for Flt Lt Bill Reid’s in November 2009.
He thought only of his duty and put himself last,” said Marcus Budgen, head of the medals department.

Alec Crouch
Sadly, another ex-RAF man has moved on after a life of service to his community in Lancashire.
Alec joined the RAF in the fifties and while in Germany was fortunate to meet and court the
Station Commander’s daughter. He and Jan enjoyed spending time at the Grand Theatre in
Lancaster in addition to his teaching and probation office work which ensured he was well
known and regarded by a wide section of the local community. He quite recently retired from his
lengthy role as a chorister with Lancaster Priory and was a well informed local steam engine
enthusiast, frequently seen observing the heritage steam specials passing through the area. He
will be fondly missed by his colleagues in the theatre, church, RAFA and LMHG and our deepest
sympathies go to his family and friends.
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Der Möhnekatastrophe
A Tribute to 617 Dambusters Squadron – Part 3
Gibson now sent home Martin and Maltby, whose Upkeeps had gone, while he turned towards the Eder dam, some
forty five miles to the east. Young was appointed to succeed Gibson if anything should happen to him.
At the same time the lone American pilot and his crew were exploring the Sorpe. Five Lancasters had been briefed to
bomb the Sorpe but he was the only one to survive and arrive. They had to make a sharp descent from the western
side of the lake, then along the wall they had to release a bomb at 180mph with a margin of error of only a few feet, to
sink close enough to precipitate the necessary earthquake effect. Then climb away before they crashed into the steep
pine-studded woodland. At the site Joe McCarthy, after his delayed start, joined up with the other Lancasters. The
bomb aimer took nine dummy runs before he was satisfied and he was at last able to say bombs gone. It was no good
as the bombs, however they were accurately dropped; both bombs did not breach the dam. They returned for home
and saw the devastation the others had created at the Möhne.
Now for the Eder. There was no model for Eder at
the briefing so the pilots and crew who were
heading towards the dam were naturally curious.
Gibson approached the western end of the Edersee
at 0130hrs and was quickly joined by the others; all
five Lancasters were seeing it for the first time and
what a formidable objective it was, arguably the
most difficult of the nights objectives.
The Germans thought that nature had provided
enough protection with its steep sided woods so had
not bothered to add further defences. This allowed
Gibson to explore the Eder for twenty minutes
before the first Upkeep was released. Shannon was
first to go but he tried four times and had to give up;
Shannon was not yet 21 and was a top class pilot.
Henry Maudslay was next to go and he tried twice
with the same results as Shannon. Gibson ordered Shannon to go again his fifth attempt was no better but on the
sixth time he managed to get the bomb away. It bounced twice and struck the dam and exploded. But the wall of the
Eder dam did not move. Maudslay tried next, this time the bomb aimer got the Upkeep away but too late for even a
single bounce on the water. It flew on to the dam wall where it landed on the parapet wall and exploded but still the
dam survived.
They were down to the last Upkeep at the Eder and it was Knight in his Lancaster who was last to go. Unhappy with his
first run he tried again and at 0152hrs he set off down the lake and the bomb aimer got the Upkeep away; it bounced
three times, hit the wall and sank. It exploded and there was now the familiar spout of water which was accompanied
by a brilliant flash from the power station below. Then a big black hole appeared in the dam wall and water started to
gush from it. A surging torrent swept down the valley and swamped all in its path. Seven hours after the dam was
breached the level had fallen by thirty feet or nearly seven million tons of water followed by a further two hundred
million cubic feet in the next two days. The Eder had been well and truly breached. Gibson sent the code-word
‘DINGHY’, for success to Grantham where the news was greeted with jubilation. Gibson now had to let the remaining
Lancasters of the Eder project return to Scampton.
The turn of the Reserve Wave now took place. It was not very cleverly handled because they took off just as the
Möhne and the Eder had been breached; the point of the reserve was to do just that and the enemy was awake and
dawn would soon be coming up. The first away was Lewis Burpee and then Brown, who had only six previous
operations, both Canadians, followed by Bill Townsend. They should have been sent to the Sorpe, which was still
unbreached. The two who were unlucky were Burpee and Bill Townsend, leaving just Brown to head for the Sorpe.
Meanwhile on the way back Maudslay ran into some flak and was shot down and only one man of the crew managed
to escape.
After 5 Group had a hasty rethink and signalled Ottley to divert to the Sorpe but the pilot was not destined to get
there instead he was hit by flak just north of Hamm and his aircraft crashed in flames. One man, Fred Tees, managed
to survive and he was taken prisoner.
Bill Townsend was directed to the Ennepe while Ken Brown and Cyril Anderson were to go the Sorpe. At 0314hrs
Brown and his bomb aimer were satisfied and on the seventh attempt they released their Upkeep with remarkable
accuracy; the bomb was fifteen feet from the crown of the wall twenty yards from the centre. They all heard the
explosion. To their bitter disappointment the dam still stood. They had to signal the ‘GONER’ signal back to
Grantham. Grant Mcdonald, speaking for all the crew advised his captain, ‘Get out of here. Go on – get moving’, it
was 0323 hrs time to make it back to Scampton. It would shortly get light.
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Bill Townsend endured a torrid time from the flak which was heavy, the German anti-aircraft was fully awake for them.
At 0220hrs they received a wirelessed order from 5 Group to attack the Ennepe dam, thirty five miles south- west of
the Möhne. He arrived at the dam and he made three abortive runs before releasing the Upkeep. The bomb sank fifty
yards short of the dam wall. The time was 0337 hrs. They had probably attacked the Bever reservoir by mistake.
Anyway, there was no damage done and the plane set off for home.
That left Cyril Anderson who experienced misery on his way out; he encountered heavy flak and navigational
difficulties. They received orders to head for the Sorpe but by 0310 hrs found themselves still far from the target so
Anderson made the decision to turn back.
The difficulties and losses that the Reserve Wave suffered were largely the fault of the commanders and planners who
scheduled the take offs too late, placed no one in charge of them and changed the targets at the last moment.
Les Munro was the first back complete with his Upkeep, which he had not ditched in the North Sea having been told
repeatedly that this was the RAF’s most secret weapon. He had a lucky escape as his communications were down and
he just missed Geoff Rice who was feet away as he made a simultaneous approach to the runway.
Gibson and most of the crews were lucky in that they were allowed a fairly uneventful return home. Dave Shannon
ignored the plotted route and went straight and
fast. Fred Sutherland and his crew took childish
delight letting by the firework effect of his coloured
tracer ricocheting off the locomotive. Ken Brown
found daylight creeping up on him and he drifted
slightly off track and paid for it, in that he suffered
the rear fuselage badly holed. A quick inspection of
the damage and he marvelled at how he was still
airborne; he dropped down and headed for home.
Joe Anderson, who got badly lost over Germany was
blinded by search-lights and heard an ominous
thump though unaccompanied by fire or damage.
He headed for the North Sea and home only to
make a bumpy landing, with starboard wing down,
revealed a burst tyre and a spent cannon shell in it.
The cause of the thump became all too clear!
Guy Gibson had been up to six hours on the mission, the longest of anyone, and he had extraordinary responsibilities
and stresses thrust on him it as remarkable that he was still standing and coherent. Gibson and his comrades were
congratulated by Harris, Cochrane and Wallis. All the pilots agreed the use of VHF radios had contributed hugely to
the success. Most of the gunners considered that arming the guns with continuous tracer was a mistake.
Some of the men went to bed but most partied for hours. The piano was used unmercifully to play dirty songs about
Germans. But Barnes Wallis took a more serious approach and, by taking a bed in the Station Commander’s house, he
was devastated by the losses 617 Squadron in pursuit of his dream and which he never even contemplated.
As the morning light came the plane of Young seemed to have been hit as he was leaving Germany and he paid the
price of standing in for Gibson for that extra hour at the Möhne. Eight aircraft out a total nineteen that set off were
lost; high by the standards of Bomber Command. What 617 Squadron achieved against the two dams which they
breached represented skill of the highest order, bravery to match, courage of immense depth and, of course, luck.
The breaking of the Ruhr dams created widespread disruption and mayhem. The flood waters swept through the
valleys and the factories, mines, power stations, bridges and workshops in the wake of it all suffered. In the valley the
victims were people, cattle, horses and pigs. Houses were swept away as the forty foot wave came down on them
before they could do anything except save their lives, if they were lucky. Many were hiding in their shelters were not
so lucky.
It seemed that the attack had none of the opprobrium attached to it that the air raids engendered for the loss of
civilian lives. Yet the raid killed more people through inundation than had died as a result of Bomber Harris’s air
offensive, in a single operation to date(the bombers on the 23 May over Dortmund killed 650). Ironically there were a
large number of slave labourers in the area – and they were locked in for the night so they nearly all perished. They
numbered Jews, Poles, Russians, Ukranians, Belgians and French all of whom have a memorial in the area; our allies in
the war. The death toll was not exactly known but estimates put in the region of 1,500 people.
Civilian casualties below the Eder were not so severe due to the area being less populated and the valley was
shallower Also where the dam was breached was not nearly so big. Three quarters of the Edersee’s estimated 202
million tons of water escaped but this loss was spread over forty eight hours. Alarms were more effective and quicker
than at the Möhne which helped. Forty seven people were thought to have died. The flood waters reached down to
Kassel and by the afternoon six feet of water in the city of 222,000 population had to be cleared. Military installations,
public buildings and industrial complexes were all affected and two thousand people were without homes.
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Lancaster Military Heritage Group Executive Meeting
Wednesday 13th July 2022
held in Lansil Club, Caton Road at 19.30 hours
1.
2.
3.

Welcome: from Brian Jefferson as temporary Chairman
Apologies: from Adrian Legge, David Dawson, John Gedge, Alan Sandham
Present: Mike Irvine, Peter Dew, Andrew Taylor, Martin Alexander, Mike Lamb,
Brian Jefferson, Roger Dennison, Pauline Elliott

4. Minutes of last meeting (AGM) - to be sent out

ACTION: Pauline

5. Best day for future meetings:
Adrian Legge & David Dawson – 2nd & 4th Wednesdays not good
Lansil – Wednesdays good, Tuesdays not good, Thursdays OK
Next meeting – decided to try third Wednesday, therefore 21st September & 17th November
6. Membership:
Bill Bury & Alex Crouch now deceased
New members: need to encourage younger people. Mike Irvine suggested need to promote on Facebook, local
papers and perhaps tri-service cadet leaders, army reserve units (key person at Alexander Barracks, Jason
Townson), posts in Supermarkets, History postgrad students.
Need to get some leaflets out – Mike I to scan and circulate
ACTION: David Hodgson
7. Website:
LMHG.org.uk - (fee, £150) do we drop next year? or insert link from Facebook?
Reveille website (Jim Dennis) still not rewritten – University assistance or grant required?
8. Newsletter:
No 87 - hope to be out next week, 88 due end Sept (ideas needed before next meeting).
Possible future speakers:
Army Reserve Officer
ACTION: Mike Irvine
Ex CO Navy
ACTION: Brian
Tim Roberts
ACTION: Adrian
? Chris Owen, ? Dr Jessica Dowthwaite
9. External Links:
City Council: from 11th July been awarded the Armed Forces Community Covenant gold standard.
Martin Alexander suggested LMHG press release to say congratulations to Roger Dennison for success of
Armed Forces Day which was supported by Reservists, Cadets and Veterans. £130 raised for RBL.
HMS Lancaster: David Hodgson reported affiliates day on HMS Lancaster was good (no more for two years as
ship going to Gulf).
University: Martin Alexander will lunch with Basil Germond about shared interests (and possible lecture
himself) eg new series on naval power. Professor Andrew Lambert has been invited for the Annual Lecture.
Possible lectures: Col Winfried Heineman.
David H informed CO of Sea Cadets ill, Mike I had no response from army.
10. Treasurers Report:
Current a.c is £3000, plus £500 from Westfield grant to be claimed. Unknown deposit on 9th May returned 10th
June. Should be OK for next year with more Newsletters by e-mail. Website fee wrongly charged twice and will
be corrected.
11. Veterans’ ID cards are now given to current service leavers when demobbed – would LMHG
members be interested? MOD office to be contacted for details.
ACTION: Brian
12. AOB: Executive Meetings every 3rd Wed each alternative month.
Battle of Britain Memorial Service Sunday 18th September – St Barnabas’ Church,
Annual Dinner, Thursday 24th November - Retired Brigadier sourced by Col Roger Brookes
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POSTAL RECOGNITION!
Just occasionally the heart is
warmed by the recognition of
acts of service that too often get
overlooked. Such an event was
the release of these fine stamps
by the Post Office in April this
year which celebrate the vital
contribution made by women as
the unsung heroes of the
second World War.
The pictures indicate the stamps
in the presentation packs which
are available from Royal Mail
online using this link:
https://shop.royalmail.com/spe
cial-stamp-issues/unsungheroes-women-of-wwii
Also available are many other
variations such as sheets of
stamps, postcards and other
commemorative items using the
same artwork. Why not give
your letters a remembrance
appearance and boost the
memory of our wartime
women.
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